The living room is elegant but everyday
accessible. The mandate from the Lius was
the house should be pretty, modern, stylish,
comfortable and kid-friendly. Local abstract
artist Ted Collier was commissioned to create
the painting over the fireplace.
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Interior designer April Jensen approaches lighting a house the
exact same way a New York City woman accessorizes her favorite
little black dress. “The lights are like jewelry,” Jensen says.
Nowhere is this more evident than in Karen and Samson
Liu’s brand-new home in Ladue. Designed by architect Bill Cover
and built by Johnson Development, the 10,000 square foot house
sparkles in the reflective dazzle of crystal chandeliers tiered like
wedding cakes, or suspended brass arms holding glass tubes, a
starburst of tiny wire-like spines, modern pendants, a short tree of
bulbs, and yet another fixture reminiscent of the best of Baccarat.
“The first thing people notice is the lights,” Karen says. “And
the next thing is the stove.”
“I think lighting is so important,” says Jensen, founder of
ADJ Interiors. “It sets the stage. With new builds, you have to

pick your lighting first. Then you have a sense of what it is going
to look like.”
From the front door, you can see straight through to the
veranda outside.
“It is atypical,” Cover says. “[The design] is intended to be
European transitional. A lot of people are wanting that these
days. They want clean lines but they don’t want to go ultracontemporary. So you create a cozier feel than the traditional.”
The interiors veer toward modern. “For the lighting, we
wanted it to have a classic element but we wanted it to be that
American modern,” Jensen says. “A lot of it is Kelly Wearstler. It
is almost a juxtaposition to the traditional nature of the house.”
When she started on the house, Jensen used California style
and the Art Deco period for design inspiration.
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“We knew [Karen] needed a lot of storage,”
Jensen says. “She has the 72-inch Sub Zero
with freezer drawers. She wanted a farm-style
sink but not as the main sink. The chairs are
Hickory White that we did a washed-gray
stain on and put faux leather on the seats. So
high style but everyday usable.”

“It just organically developed from there,” she says. “We
knew we wanted really elegant and classic materials: Marble,
wood floors, plaster walls. We went with really washed-out
wood on the beams to make them look like they had been
here for a while. Then we also wanted it to have some bling.
Not just a splash of color but texture and metals. We mixed a
lot of metals, silver, gold. We have some crystal elements. We
tried to take the common rules that we set up about this house
and incorporate them from room to room so the house is very
pulled together.”
“The home wraps around the pool area,” Cover says. “It is
meant to be a place where they can entertain and be a nice place
to live.”
The ceilings soar to 12 feet 4 inches. The walls and woodwork
are painted Sherwin Williams’ Agreeable Gray. The color palette is
that neutral with pops of blue, white and chartreuse.
“We wanted classic elements like Carrera [marble] and
limestone that would be on the cooler tones but they still have that
undertone of taupe in them to keep things warm and cozy,” Jensen
says. “Even though each element is sleek and has high-design style,
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whether it is the shape of the chair or the fabric that’s on it, we kept
it really simple—so you see the actual design of each piece.”
Like putting that statement necklace on a black sheath.
The furnishings on the first floor are all new. In the spacious
kitchen, the brightest light and focal point is the nearly 72-inchwide stove Lacanche range, shipped over from France.
“We knew that was going to be a huge element in the
kitchen,” Jensen says. “It is very large. And it was blue. That was
one element to the puzzle.”
Jensen came to the project after the foundation was poured,
two-by-fours were up and the roof was on so the Cover-designed
floorplan stayed as it was. However, she added an entrance and
archways in the kitchen. The cabinetry from Beck-Allen is the same
color as the walls and woodwork. The quartzite slab on the counter
came in one piece; “It was an incredible feat,” Jensen says.
Cover also points out the walk-through pantry is an unusual
feature in the home. As in so many homes, the kitchen is the heart
of the home. “My kids [Simon, 12; Oliver, 9; Henry, 5] hang out
here all the time,” Karen says. “It’s family central.” The chairs are
covered in family-friendly faux leather.
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“I feel like a bedroom can be its own thing,
its own color,” Jensen says referring to the
wall color. “It’s private space but we still
wanted it to be part of the whole. But what
started this room were the lights.”
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“The bar is important because they do entertain
a lot and it offers access to the outside,” Jensen
says. Gold-gilt tile aside, the area is the most
intentionally masculine in design.

The Lius frequently entertain. The dining room with its punches
of chartreuse on the walls and chair is functional, fun, and fine.
“What is unusual is the vaulted dining room,” Cover adds.
“It is a really nice dining room with the ceiling and the beams and
the windows at the end.”
Off the entrance and caddy-corner to the living room is
the bar, replete with Dutch window to the pool area outside,
Ann Sachs tile finished in gold leaf, vintage wine racks and a
chandelier that looks like crystal. “It was important to have a few
areas that seemed a little more masculine so we added the wire,
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leather and brass accents,” Jensen says. “The brass we used was like
antique, worn brass that already seems to have a patina.”
Down the hall is the first-floor master suite with its sitting
area and large marble and glass-filled bathroom. A second
stairway by the master gives the Luis access to their boys’ rooms
upstairs and the gym below. The color, Benjamin Moore’s
Seaside Sand, sets it apart from the rest of the house. Each piece
of furniture was carefully chosen for its stylish design.
“We wanted to keep everything streamlined, interesting but
simple,” Jensen says. “It makes the lighting show. Like jewelry.” sl

